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ABSTRACT

Subsegmental phonetic detail can be highly
informative about upcoming word structure. For
example, shortened stems tend to signal that
suffixes or additional syllables will follow. Yet
preceding morphosyntactic context can reduce the
informational value of such cues. This study asks
whether listeners still attend to phonetic detail in
such contexts.

In a visual world eye-tracking experiment, 21
listeners distinguished singular target nouns named
in audio recordings of English sentences from plural
or two-syllable competitors. In the sentences,
noun stems were lengthened or shortened, and
positioned either after an agreeing determiner
(this/that), rendering durational cues to plural
suffixes redundant, or after the neutral determiner
the, rendering them informative. GAMM analysis
of gaze traces revealed that lengthening the stem
facilitated perception, but only after agreeing
determiners. This suggests not only automatic
processing of redundant phonetic detail, but a
requirement that such detail can be predicted from
context before it can be processed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The duration of an initial syllable can carry
substantial information about the structure of the rest
of the word. In a pattern known as polysyllabic
shortening, the first syllable in words like captain
or hamster are shorter than they would be if they
formed the stand-alone words cap and ham [1, 2].
Since morphological affixation often adds additional
syllables, polysyllabic shortening can signal the
presence of upcoming morphological structure, such
as derivational suffixes.

Listeners are capable of drawing on these
durational patterns during perception. They can
use them to distinguish single-syllable words from
multi-syllabic competitors [1–3], and simple words

like clue from complex words like clueless [4–6].
Even when the addition of a suffix does not increase
the syllable count of a word, subsegmental cues
can still provide information about morphological
structure [7–9]. The first goal of this study,
therefore, focuses on English nouns, whose stems
are shorter when a plural -s suffix is added [10],
even when it does not change the syllable count.
Can listeners use this durational cue to aid them in
distinguishing singular nouns from plurals?

The second goal of this study concerns the
role of morphosyntactic context in modulating the
informational value of stem duration cues. Consider
an utterance Don’t trip over the dogs! This
sentence is segmentally ambiguous regarding the
number of canine obstacles until the final suffix is
produced, and so keen attention to durational detail
might afford listeners a head start on identifying
challenges to safe locomotion. By contrast, if
the warning took the form Don’t trip over those
dogs!, the listener would know even before the onset
of the noun that multiple tripping hazards are in
play. In this context, then, the stem-durational
cue, which signals an upcoming plural suffix, is
rendered redundant by the number information in
the agreeing determiner. Since processing fast-
moving, low-level phonetic detail is cognitively
costly [11, 12], listeners may cease to attend to
such stem duration cues in contexts where they offer
no new information beyond what is already known
from preceding morphosyntax.

An alternative perspective springs from research
on incremental prediction. Listeners process
real-time speech incrementally, and preactivate
representations that are highly predictable in context
[13–15]. When those predictions are violated,
comprehension is impeded while the listener
reanalyses the speech stream. Neurophysiological
evidence suggests that this predictive preactivation
may include not only semantic and phonological
features, but also phonetic expectations [8, 16–
18]. Such predictions may well include knowledge
about durational variation patterns in noun stems.
For example, if preceding morphosyntactic context
leads listeners to expect a singular noun, then part
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of the expected phonetic form of a singular noun
would include a lengthened stem. If so, then
lengthening a singular noun stem would aid listener
perception more in contexts where such lengthening
is predictable, and hence informationally redundant,
because it better matches the listener’s expectations.

The current study tests these predictions with a
visual world eye-tracking experiment. Listeners
were presented with a four-quadrant visual display,
containing a one-syllable singular target noun, a
competitor noun (either plural or two syllables),
and two distractors. They were asked to select the
picture mentioned in a recorded sentence (e.g., My
view was blocked by the cart in front of the door).
In each sentence, the target singular noun (cart) was
either lengthened, to match the expected duration
of a singular one-syllable noun, or shortened; and
positioned either after an agreeing determiner (that
cart) or a non-agreeing determiner (the cart).

Lengthening the singular noun stem should help
listeners distinguish one-syllable nouns from two-
syllable competitors in all contexts, replicating
previous findings on listeners’ use of polysyllabic
shortening cues during perception [1–6]. However,
for plural competitors the perceptual benefits
of lengthening may depend on context. If
listeners disregard redundant phonetic detail, then
lengthening the noun stem should help more in
contexts when such detail is informative—i.e., after
non-agreeing the. However, if phonetic detail
forms part of the pre-activated predictions that
assist incremental perception, then lengthening the
noun stem should still facilitate perception even
after agreeing determiners like this/that—perhaps
even more strongly than after the, which does
not preactivate phonetic expectations about singular
noun stem duration.

2. METHODS

2.1. Materials

Sentences were built around a set of 84 one-syllable
noun stems, which could appear in one of three
forms: a singular (e.g., cart); a plural (carts); or a
two-syllable carrier (carton), in which the singular
was always lexically embedded as the first syllable.

All of these target words were presented in
sentences, such as My view was blocked by that
cart in front of the door. Each sentence contained a
preamble (My view was blocked by. . . ), determiner
(the/that/those), target word (cart/carts/carton), and
postamble (in front of the door). Sentences with
singular targets formed the critical items, while
plural and carrier targets served as fillers.

Each experimental list was formed by rotating
a given item across eight experimental conditions
formed by fully crossing three binary factors:
Context, Competitor Type, and Duration Match.
Context (agreeing/non-agreeing) encodes the
determiner preceding the target noun. Agreeing
determiners explicitly signaled the number of the
following noun, taking the form this or that. Non-
agreeing determiners were always the. Competitor
Type (plural/carrier) encodes the competitor image
in the visual display. A Plural competitor depicted
two examples of the target noun (e.g., two carts),
while the Carrier competitor a single example of the
carrier word (e.g., one carton). Each list contained
40 critical and 40 filler sentences.

All sentences were produced by a native
speaker of Scottish English, and recorded in
six variants. These variants were created by
fully crossing the three possible target noun
forms (singular/plural/carrier) with the two
determiner forms (agreeing this/that or these/those
and non-agreeing the). The Duration Match
(match/mismatch) manipulation was then generated
by manipulating and splicing these raw recordings.
First, the raw duration of the singular noun and its
intended competitor type (plural or carrier) were
averaged together. Then, 40ms were added to that
average to calculate the target duration for Match
stimuli, and 40ms were subtracted to calculate the
target duration for Mismatch stimuli. Each singular
noun stem was then adjusted by Praat script [19]
to produce Match and Mismatch versions, which
thus differed in duration by 80ms—a difference
determined from pilot work to be perceptible
without veering too far from actual patterns of
polysyllabic shortening. Finally, the determiner,
manipulated noun stem, and postamble were spliced
onto a preamble from a third recording of the
sentence, so as to remove any early cues as to the
original nature of the target.

Filler sentences, containing plural and carrier
targets, were manipulated in the same way, except
that all filler targets contained only the shortened
version of the nouns stem, to support the listener’s
expectation that stems with suffixes or second
syllables would be shortened.

This procedure generated 8 versions of each
sentence, which were rotated across experimental
lists in a Latin Square, ensuring a fully crossed 2×
2 × 2 within-item and within-subjects design.

2.2. Participants and Procedure

Twenty-one native speakers of Scottish English
(mean age 19.29; 16 female, 5 male) were recruited
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Table 1: GAMM summaries for Target Advantage in sentences with plural (left) and carrier (right) competitors.
Levels for Duration Match (abbreviated DM) are Match (reference, m) and Mismatch (mm); levels for Context
(Con) are Agreeing (reference, ag) and Non-Agreeing (na). Difference smooths for carrier competitor GAMM
were calculated on a four-level interaction between Context and Duration Match.

Plural competitors Carrier competitors
Parametric Est. SE t p Parametric Est. SE t p
Intercept 3.20 0.284 11.26 < .001 Intercept 1.53 0.23 6.78 < .001
DM=mm -1.14 0.17 -6.66 < .001 DM=mm -2.27 0.13 17.95 < .001
Con=na -0.60 0.17 -3.49 < .001 Con=na 0.82 0.13 6.45 < .001
DM=mm:Con=na 1.04 0.24 4.34 < .001

Difference smooths edf F p
Difference smooths edf F p Window 1.05 31.46 < .001
Window 4.64 20.76 < .001 Win:DM=mm,Con=ag 4.41 13.46 < .001
Win:DM=mm 1.77 2.30 .14 Win:DM=m,Con=na 1.00 2.66 .10
Win:Con=na 2.55 3.18 < .001 Win:DM=mm,Con=na 3.38 5.44 < .001
Window, by subj 95.57 3.55 < .001 Window, by subj 87.09 2.29 < .001

from the local university community. Participants
started with a short demographic questionnaire,
before continuing on to the eye-tracking procedure.
The procedure started with a nine-point calibration
and seven practice trials. After pausing to check
participant comfort and answer questions, the
tracker was recalibrated and the full experiment
began. Each trial began with 500ms fixation cross,
and then a 3500ms preview of the images, each of
which was accompanied by a label. After 3500ms,
the audio recording played, and participants selected
the image named in the sentence. Each experiment
contained 80 trials, presented in blocks of 20 with
calibration break between each block.

Data were collected from the right eye by an
Eyelink 1000+ at a 1000Hz sampling rate.

2.3. Analysis

Gaze data was analyzed from the onset of the
determiner until 900ms after the offset of the target
noun, when visual inspection of the raw data
indicated that overall looks to target had peaked.
Samples were binned into windows from the onset
of the determiner. The proportion of looks to
target and competitor within each bin was calculated
by dividing the number of samples in which the
gaze fixated on the target or competitor by the
number of samples within the bin. Each determiner
was divided into two bins, and each noun stem
was divided into five bins. This ensured that the
determiner offset was normalised to occur at the end
of bin 2, and the noun offset occured at the end of
bin 7. Post noun-offset, all bins were 50ms.

Proportions were converted to empirical logits
[20], and eLog Target Advantage was calculated by
subtracting the eLog looks to competitor from eLog
looks to target in each window bin. Elog Target

Advantage was then analysed with generalised
additive mixed models from the mgcv package
(version 1.8-40 [21]) in R (version 4.2.1 [22]).
Duration Match and Context were included as
both parametric terms and difference smooths, with
random smooths included by subject. Terms were
added sequentially to the null model, first as
parametric terms and then as difference smooths,
and only retained if their addition returned a
significant difference in a Chi-squared test on the
maximum likelihood scores when compared against
the simpler model, as implemented in the itsadug

package (version 2.4.1) [23]. Stimuli with carrier
competitors were analysed separately from stimuli
with plural competitors.

3. RESULTS

Table 1 provides final model summaries, and Figure
1 shows model predictions overlaid on observed
Target Advantage across all time bins.

The plural competitor model revealed an
interaction between Match and Context in the
parametric terms (Table 1). In the parametric
effects, Mismatch sentences showed overall
lower Target Advantage than Match sentences
when preceded by Agreeing determiners
(β = −1.13, p < .001). Match sentences showed
lower overall Target Advantage with Non-Agreeing
determiners, relative to Agreeing determiners
(β = −0.60, p < .001). The interaction between
Match and Context, however, revealed that the
disadvantage associated with Mismatch sentences
was almost entirely undone with Non-Agreeing
determiners (β = 1.04, p < .001). This can be
observed in the left-hand panel of Figure 1.
Although Agreeing contexts (top) show a decided
Match effect, with higher Target Advantage for the
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Figure 1: Target advantage over time for sentences with plural competitors (left) and carrier competitors (right),
with targets placed after Agreeing determiners (top row) and Non-Agreeing determiners (bottom row).

black Match gaze trace than the grey Mismatch
gaze trace, this effect disappears in Non-Agreeing
contexts (bottom).

The carrier competitor model revealed a main
parametric effect of Match and Context, but
no interaction between them. The effect of
Context reflects an overall advantage for sentences
with Agreeing determiners (β = 0.82, p < .001),
and an overall disadvantage for sentences with
Mismatching—i.e., shortened—stem duration (β =
−2.27, p < .001). The difference smooths revealed
an interaction between those variables: Although
there was no difference in curve shape between
the gaze traces for Agreeing and Non-Agreeing
sentences when they appeared in the Match
condition, the gaze traces differed substantially in
the Mismatch condition. As shown in Figure 1,
Target Advantage for Mismatch sentences drops
after the target offset in Agreeing sentences before
rising again at the end of the interest period (top
right), while Non-Agreeing sentences (bottom right)
show a flatter trajectory and before the late rise.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The results of this experiment show that listeners
can use subsegmental detail to aid in processing
both syllable structure and morphological structure.
When distinguishing one-syllable nouns from two-
syllable competitors, listeners showed a marked
advantage when the target one-syllable nouns were
lengthened according to patterns of polysyllabic
shortening, replicating studies [2, 3]. This Duration

Match effect did not interact with context, which is
also expected. Since targets and carrier competitors
were both singular, the presence of an agreeing
determiner would not affect listeners’ predictions or
expectations about the phonetic or morphosyntactic
properties of the upcoming noun.

When distinguishing one-syllable singular nouns
from one-syllable plurals, however, the situation
was different. Listeners were better at identifying
the singular target when the stem was lengthened,
but this pattern only obtained after agreeing
determiners. After non-agreeing determiners—
exactly the context where such detail might be
expected to carry the most valuable information
about the target noun’s form—listeners seemed
insensitive to the duration of the target noun stem.

This interaction is consistent with models
of online speech perception which hold that
listeners form phonetically detailed predictions
about upcoming material [8, 16–18]. When those
predictions are confirmed by the incoming speech
stream, listeners are faster to identify the target
word. After non-agreeing determiners, by contrast,
listeners could not form predictions about the
number of the target noun, and so could not
effectively use the duration information in the stem.

In sum, these findings suggest that listeners
readily process durational cues that signal upcoming
lexical word structure. Cues which signal upcoming
morphosyntactic information, however, are only
processed when they are syntactically redundant,
and only valuable inasmuch as they confirm pre-
existing phonetic expectations.
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